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(a) 0-d covered cells (b) 1-d covered cells (c) 2-d covered cells

Fig. 1. Covered cells sampled by points, spokes, and wheels.

(a) 0-d occlusion cells (b) 1-d occlusion cells (c) 2-d occlusion cells

Fig. 2. Occlusion cells sampled by points, spokes, and wheels.

(a) 0-d depth cells (b) 1-d depth cells (c) 2-d depth cells

Fig. 3. Depth cells sampled by points, spokes, and wheels.

3.4. Random normal variables

There are many options for generating a random normal
variable. The standard is Box-Muller [2], which transforms
a pair of uniform variables to a pair of normal variables.

For our setting, where the tails are unimportant, the poor-
man’s method (Equation (26.48) [13]) of getting an approx-
imate normal variable is appealing: Add 12 uniform [0, 1]
variables and subtract 6. Since in our context we only care
about the level sets being circular and not about a partic-
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Outline
• What is the problem – bunch of spheres overlapping, estimate the 

volume covered by one or more of them, the volume of their 
union.
– Related problems – boxes, other booleans

• Standard power-cell in 2d, what goes wrong in high d
• Three variants, with sampling versions
– Power Cells
– Occlusion
– Depth

• BF-Alg
– First to implement it

• Neighbors
• Scaling studies
• 15 minutes, plus 5 for speaker transition



UnionVolume Problem Definition
• Collection of balls (spheres) that overlap arbitrarily. 
– Calculate the volume covered by one or more of them, 

<-> calculate the volume of the union of spheres
– UnionVolume < sum of volumes

• some volume is overcounted, in multiple balls
• Closely related problems
– Collection of boxes, convex shapes
– Intersection



Standard Approach in 2d
• Partition the shared-overlapped volume, assign piece to one sphere. 

Estimate each cell. Overlapped volume counted only once.
• Power cells
– Partition into cells, subregions closer to the sphere than any other

• Line through two points of sphere intersection 
separates cells 
<-> Define “closer” weighted by radius

• For each sphere
– compute its power cell

• intersect lines
one point per pair

• linear number of boundary points
– subdivide power cell into 

sectors and triangles
• Two types
• Linear number of them

– add up analytic area of the sectors and triangles



Why Hard in High Dimensions? d=30

• Partition the shared-overlapped volume, assign piece to one sphere. 
Estimate each cell. Overlapped volume counted only once.

• Power cells

– Partition into cells, subregions closer to the sphere than any other
• (d-1) hyperplane through (d-2) sphere of intersection 

separates cells 
<-> Define “closer” weighted by radius

• For each sphere

– compute its power cell
• intersection of hyperplanes for d+1 of them, 

there are k-choose-d (d-k)-dimensional faces

• combinatorial complexity explosion

– subdivide power cell into 
sectors and triangles
• Many types combinatorial complexity explosion

• Number of them exponential in d

– add up analytic area of the sectors and triangles



Why Hard in High Dimensions?
• Problem:
– Computing faces of the boundary of the union or of cells 

is intractable, factorial in dimension
• Solution:
– We don’t care about the boundary
– Estimate the volume without constructing the boundary



Simple Point Estimation
• Power cells
– Partition into cells, subregions closer to the sphere than any other

• For each ball
– V compute its volume in isolation
– sample points from the ball, S = {hits | misses}

• if point in cell, its a hit. else miss.

– V-estimate = V hits / (hits + misses)
– Simple primitives:

• generate point in sphere
• compute weighted distances
• hit if dist < other distances
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Simple Point Estimation
• Occlusion Cells
– Order the sphere from 1-n 
– k is “above” k+1, owns the overlap volume

• For each ball
– V compute its volume in isolation
– sample points from the ball, S = {hits | misses}

• if point in cell, its a hit. else miss.
– V-estimate = V hits / (hits + misses)
– This part was the same! 

Only the cell definition was different.

Hint, order the balls so 
the big ones are not occluded
and volume is analytically exact.
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Simple Point Estimation

• Depth Cells

– Overlapped regions owned equally

• For each ball

– V compute its volume in isolation

– sample points from the ball

• depth = how many balls it is in

– V-estimate = 

V  (1 / #points)  sum_p ( 1 / depth)

• Simple primitives, about as much work 

as occluded samples
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Line Sample Estimation
• For any of the three methods: power cells, occlusion cells, depth cells

• For each ball
– V compute its volume in isolation
– sample radial lines
– get segments of the line in the cell

• weight by distance from center = 
swept volume

– V-estimate = V average weighted swept volume

2-d:      dv = r dθ
high-d: dv = rd-1 dθ



Bringman Friedrich Algorithm

• State of the art UnionVolume estimate in theory

– Estimates frequency that random ball point is in another ball

• Repeat

– Pick a random ball (uniform by volume)

• p: pick a point from the ball

– Repeat

• B: pick another random ball 

(uniform by index, could be same ball)

• If B contains p, break to outer loop

• If iteration threshold, quit

• V = sum of volumes

• V-estimate = V outer-loop-iterations / inner-loop-iterations

• Iteration threshold is linear in the number of balls

to get an estimate with epsilon relative accuracy with ¾ probability

• We were the first to implement it (says BF)

– constants matter J

p1
p2



Bringman Friedrich Algorithm
• Iteration threshold is linear in the number of balls

to estimate with epsilon relative accuracy with ¾ probability
– Iteration Threshold O(N / epsilon^2)
– Runtime  O( N d / epsilon^2)Table 1

BF-ApproxUnion relative error (✏) and required # samples per ball.

✏ S/n

0.9 40

.75 50

0.5 100

0.1 1.8⇥ 103

0.01 1.7⇥ 105

0.001 1.7⇥ 107

Here the oracles are assumed to be perfectly
accurate; otherwise more samples are needed.

2.3.2. DepthDarts
Point sampling with deterministic depth is possible.
One alternative is 1-spoke sampling with deterministic

depth. Estimate the weighted depth sum of each ball. For
each, generate a number of random spokes (say propor-
tional to the ball’s volume). For each spoke, use the neigh-
bors to divide it into segments of constant depth �. Revolve
each segment as in covered cells, and weight each revolved
volume by 1/�.

The amount of work is O(nmg). m is the number of
samples per ball. n is the number of balls. g is the average
number of neighbors per ball. Here we are ignoring the time
it takes to identify the neighbors.

This might be more e�cient because the overlaps provide
information, even if they are redundant with prior overlaps.

3. Algorithm Implementation Details

3.1. 0-d darts, points

DepthDarts, CoveredDarts, and OccludedDarts follow
the same outline. The union volume is the sum of the vol-
umes of the regions R associated with each ball B. Esti-
mate the volume vol

est

of each R independently. Let r(B)
denote B’s radius and vol

r

(r(B)) its volume. For N sam-
ples, generate a random point x from B. Determine if x 2
R based on B’s neighbors; if so then increment M . Then
vol

est

(R) = vol(B)M/N.

3.2. 1-d darts, spokes

The change is how vol
est

(R) is determined. Let c be the
center of B. For N samples, generate a line through c, by
generating a random point x on the surface of B. This gives
two rays (spokes) from c. Partition the rays into segments
ab 2 R using the neighbors ofB. WLOG a is closer than b is
to c; we overload notation and let a also denote a’s distance
from c. For covered and occluded cells v = vol

r

(b)�vol
r

(a);
for weighted depth sum also divide by the segment’s depth
�. Then vol

est

(R) =
P

v/2N .

3.3. 2-d darts, wheels

We only implemented this version for covered cells; this
case is easier because covered cells are star-shaped (con-
vex). We leverage the standard 2-dimensional power-cell al-
gorithm, but must implement it for an arbitrarily-oriented
plane in d-dimensions. Our implementation is designed to
be numerically stable. It only constructs line segments,
which are unconnected to each other, and we avoid the need
for exact geometric primitives and building a water-tight
covered cell arcgon.
All constructions are local to a particular ball B whose

covered cell volume we are estimating. To identify the
wheel, the plane P , we generate vectors from the ball cen-
ter c to two random points on the sphere, and construct an
orthonormal basis. We start with the circle C of B in P ,
and generate a soup of chords, then trim them to a soup of
segments, which bound R

2

, a 2-d cross-section of R. Only
the neighbors (overlapping balls, {G}) of B contribute.
We take two passes over the neighbors. (We did not imple-
ment one of the O(n log n) methods.) In the first pass we
generate the separating hyperplane H between G and B,
and collect its chord s with S. In the second pass we trim
each chord by the other hyperplanes; entire segments lying
on G’s side of H may be discarded.

The segments are the boundary of convex polygon (arc-
gon) R

2

. We pick one vertex v
o

of one of the segments,
and sort the vertices of the other segments in angular or-
der around v

o

to form L. Angular order is appealing nu-
merically because angles are dimensionless and this avoids
scaling issues. We now traverse L in order.

If all calculations were done exactly, in L the second
vertex of a segment would lie exactly on the first vertex
of the next segment, or before it if they bounded an arc
of S. But in practice these vertices may lie slightly apart,
perhaps in reverse order. We handle this case, and the case
that they bound a true arc of S, in the same way: we form
the signed arc between the vertices and calculate its signed
volume contribution by revolving it about the d-sphere.
(Except if they are within 10�10 degrees of one another we
ignore the arc between them.) This does not represent the
true volume exactly, but the inaccuracy introduced is very
small.

Vertices p and q defining a boundary segment or arc pq
are revolved it into d dimensions to calculate its volume
contribution. More generally, we write b(✓) as the distance
from the circle center to point b on pq, and there is perhaps
another point a on a segment bounding R

2

between a and
the center. We recall v(✓) = vol

r

(b(✓)) � vol
r

(a(✓)). Then
the contribution of one wheel is the following:

v
w

=
1

2⇡

Z
2⇡

0

v(✓).

We evaluate this integration numerically using quadra-
ture. The volume estimation from all flats is then

P
v
w

/|w|
where |w| = n.
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Neighbors

• Are two balls close enough to overlap?

– If known, reduces time to check if point, 

or segment, is in another ball

– Neighbors in brute force N2 time in high d

– This N2 may be less than N/epsilon2, 

number of samples needed in BF 

– All algs have 1/epsilon2 trend, 

could be >> N

– Trend 
suppose neighbors worth it for

less than 1000 balls and epsilon = 0.1

1,000 balls <-> 0.1 epsilon

100,000 balls <-> 0.01 epsilon

10,000,000 balls <-> 0.001 epsilon

– and the constants matter J

?!

?!
yes

N2 isn’t a big deal compared to the other factors
in high dimensions



Experimental Results: low-d
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Fig. 7. d = 3 convergence rate by error.

4.8.1. Scaling by accuracy
The first set of experiments is meant to address how the

methods’ timings scale by the accuracy of the estimate. See
Figure 6 and Figure 7. We see that all methods scale by
1/�2, as expected with Monte Carlo based sampling, re-
gardless of whether points or spokes are used or the dimen-
sion of the space. We used the Cone and 100 balls. The time
for finding neighbors is negligible. 0-OccludedDarts in 2-d
appears to be an outlier.

4.8.2. Scaling by d
The next set of experiments is meant to demonstrate the

linear time scaling by dimension of all of the methods. See
Figure 8. We varied d 2 {2, 3, 6, 10, 20}. We note that the-
ory and experimental results from Figure 6 suggest that for
all methods time scales as 1/�2; i.e. t�2 is roughly invari-
ant. All data points were chosen to have approximately the
same sigma, � ⇡ 0.001, but to gain greater accuracy, we
plot t�2106 rather than just t. We used the Chain model,
with 10 balls. This has relatively few neighbors, and may
have even fewer neighbors as the dimension increases. We
expected time to be linear in d, but it appears that the
random Chain data set for d = 6 was particularly easy. 0-
OccludedDarts in d = 20 appears to be an outlier. A static
chain of centers might reduce the noise in the plots.

4.8.3. Scaling by number of balls n
The next set of experiments is meant to demonstrate the

linear scaling in n, the number of balls, for all the meth-
ods. We have n = {102, 103, 104}. The sizing function is the
Cone, in two dimensions. Since our brute-force implementa-
tion of neighbor finding is O(n2), we remove the neighbor-
find time. In the n = 104 case, the neighbor find time was
roughly the same as the volume estimation time (for all
Balloon Darts methods). We choose � and scale time as in
Section 4.8.2. In Figure 9 we plot scaled times on a linear
scale, and we expect to find a constant slope. In Figure 10
we plot the scaled times divided by n, and expect to find a
zero slope. The slight downward slope is expected from the
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(a) Scaling by dimension, linear scale.
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(b) Closeup of scaling by dimension, linear scale.

Fig. 8. Scaling by dimension. The di↵erent linear slopes come from
di↵erent constant factors in the O(d) scaling.

algorithmic steps that do not depend on n. While the data
are noisy and there are a few outliers, the expected trends
roughly hold.

5. Conclusions

We see that spokes (0-d darts) improved the e�ciency of
all the algorithms. 2-d polar k-d darts, wheels, were not as
e�cient, and the algorithm is more complicated. We sus-
pect that this is due to the expense of numerical integra-
tion, and analytic expressions for revolving segments and
arcs would help it be competitive.
The performance scaling of CoveredDarts, Occluded-

Darts, and DepthDarts were roughly the same. Which one
is the most e�cient probably depends on the configuration
of balls being probed. Some aspects of our implementation
are quadratic in the number of neighbors, and we could
improve that using known techniques. The implementa-
tion of the 1-d dart methods were all fairly easy and one
did not stand out.
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All this takes timeO(dg2), where g = |{G}| is the number
of neighbors.

4. Experimental E�ciency

We report timing t results over combinations of five pa-
rameters: algorithm A, ball distribution type F , number of
balls n, dimension d, and relative error ⌘.

4.1. Algorithms, A

We tested the following algorithm variants.
– Weighted depth sum: BF-ApproxUnion, BF-ApproxUnion-

Nbr; DepthDarts with 0-spoke, 1-spoke.
– Covered cell: CoveredDarts with 0-spoke, 1-spoke, and

2-spoke.
– Occluded cell: OccludedDarts with 0-spoke, 1-spoke.
– Exhaustive: exhaustively sample the domain with points

to get a “ground truth” value.
The time for generating the neighbor lists NeighborLists

is listed separately.

4.2. Ball Distribution Types F

Our test data sets are balls centered in a unit box. (Balls
may extend outside this box and are not truncated.) We
have two types of ball configurations. The first is generated
by Relaxed MPS [7] following a Cone sizing function; see
Figure 5. The second is Chain, overlapping balls generated
by a random walk.

Fig. 5. Cone sizing function with 100 (left) and 1000 (right) balls.
The additional balls are typically very small and concentrated near
the F = 0 level set, the dark blue circle.

For Cone, the radius is r(x) = |kx � ck
2

� a|, where c
is the domain center and a is some scalar constant. Note a
separates the balls into two non-overlapping sets: kx�ck

2

>
a and kx� ck

2

< a. We consider only a = 0.01.
We also consider Chain, a chain of balls chosen so that

consecutive balls overlap, plus possibly others, to mimic
a molecular application. We determine the set iteratively.
The volume (not radius) of the next ball is chosen uniformly
between 0 and 1. Its direction from the prior ball is chosen
uniformly at random. The distance between centers is cho-
sen uniformly between |r

prior

� r
next

| and |r
prior

+ r
next

|.

That is, somewhere between inner and outer tangency. Cen-
ters may be outside the unit box.

4.3. Sizes, n

Our data sets contain n balls, with n ⇡ {101, 102, 103, 104}.

4.4. Dimensions, d

Balls have dimension d 2 {2, 3, 6, 10, 20}.

4.5. Relative Error, ⌘, proxy by �

One would like to measure accuracy by the relative error
⌘. However, except in very simple cases, we do not know
the true solution. Instead we measure the standard devia-
tion of the estimate. This is reasonable because in all cases
the estimates are unbiased. This means that the estimates
converge to the true union volume, and further the stan-
dard deviation of the estimates converges to the standard
deviation of the error.

4.6. Time, t

We measure the time taken to achieve a given level of
accuracy.

4.7. Replicates

We average the results of each experiment over 20 repli-
cates.

4.8. Experimental Results
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Fig. 6. d = 2 convergence rate by error.
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Implemented all the algorithms described above



Experimental Results: scaling by d, 2-20
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4.8.1. Scaling by accuracy
The first set of experiments is meant to address how the

methods’ timings scale by the accuracy of the estimate. See
Figure 6 and Figure 7. We see that all methods scale by
1/�2, as expected with Monte Carlo based sampling, re-
gardless of whether points or spokes are used or the dimen-
sion of the space. We used the Cone and 100 balls. The time
for finding neighbors is negligible. 0-OccludedDarts in 2-d
appears to be an outlier.

4.8.2. Scaling by d
The next set of experiments is meant to demonstrate the

linear time scaling by dimension of all of the methods. See
Figure 8. We varied d 2 {2, 3, 6, 10, 20}. We note that the-
ory and experimental results from Figure 6 suggest that for
all methods time scales as 1/�2; i.e. t�2 is roughly invari-
ant. All data points were chosen to have approximately the
same sigma, � ⇡ 0.001, but to gain greater accuracy, we
plot t�2106 rather than just t. We used the Chain model,
with 10 balls. This has relatively few neighbors, and may
have even fewer neighbors as the dimension increases. We
expected time to be linear in d, but it appears that the
random Chain data set for d = 6 was particularly easy. 0-
OccludedDarts in d = 20 appears to be an outlier. A static
chain of centers might reduce the noise in the plots.

4.8.3. Scaling by number of balls n
The next set of experiments is meant to demonstrate the

linear scaling in n, the number of balls, for all the meth-
ods. We have n = {102, 103, 104}. The sizing function is the
Cone, in two dimensions. Since our brute-force implementa-
tion of neighbor finding is O(n2), we remove the neighbor-
find time. In the n = 104 case, the neighbor find time was
roughly the same as the volume estimation time (for all
Balloon Darts methods). We choose � and scale time as in
Section 4.8.2. In Figure 9 we plot scaled times on a linear
scale, and we expect to find a constant slope. In Figure 10
we plot the scaled times divided by n, and expect to find a
zero slope. The slight downward slope is expected from the
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(a) Scaling by dimension, linear scale.
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(b) Closeup of scaling by dimension, linear scale.

Fig. 8. Scaling by dimension. The di↵erent linear slopes come from
di↵erent constant factors in the O(d) scaling.

algorithmic steps that do not depend on n. While the data
are noisy and there are a few outliers, the expected trends
roughly hold.

5. Conclusions

We see that spokes (0-d darts) improved the e�ciency of
all the algorithms. 2-d polar k-d darts, wheels, were not as
e�cient, and the algorithm is more complicated. We sus-
pect that this is due to the expense of numerical integra-
tion, and analytic expressions for revolving segments and
arcs would help it be competitive.
The performance scaling of CoveredDarts, Occluded-

Darts, and DepthDarts were roughly the same. Which one
is the most e�cient probably depends on the configuration
of balls being probed. Some aspects of our implementation
are quadratic in the number of neighbors, and we could
improve that using known techniques. The implementa-
tion of the 1-d dart methods were all fairly easy and one
did not stand out.
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Fig. 7. d = 3 convergence rate by error.

4.8.1. Scaling by accuracy
The first set of experiments is meant to address how the

methods’ timings scale by the accuracy of the estimate. See
Figure 6 and Figure 7. We see that all methods scale by
1/�2, as expected with Monte Carlo based sampling, re-
gardless of whether points or spokes are used or the dimen-
sion of the space. We used the Cone and 100 balls. The time
for finding neighbors is negligible. 0-OccludedDarts in 2-d
appears to be an outlier.

4.8.2. Scaling by d
The next set of experiments is meant to demonstrate the

linear time scaling by dimension of all of the methods. See
Figure 8. We varied d 2 {2, 3, 6, 10, 20}. We note that the-
ory and experimental results from Figure 6 suggest that for
all methods time scales as 1/�2; i.e. t�2 is roughly invari-
ant. All data points were chosen to have approximately the
same sigma, � ⇡ 0.001, but to gain greater accuracy, we
plot t�2106 rather than just t. We used the Chain model,
with 10 balls. This has relatively few neighbors, and may
have even fewer neighbors as the dimension increases. We
expected time to be linear in d, but it appears that the
random Chain data set for d = 6 was particularly easy. 0-
OccludedDarts in d = 20 appears to be an outlier. A static
chain of centers might reduce the noise in the plots.

4.8.3. Scaling by number of balls n
The next set of experiments is meant to demonstrate the

linear scaling in n, the number of balls, for all the meth-
ods. We have n = {102, 103, 104}. The sizing function is the
Cone, in two dimensions. Since our brute-force implementa-
tion of neighbor finding is O(n2), we remove the neighbor-
find time. In the n = 104 case, the neighbor find time was
roughly the same as the volume estimation time (for all
Balloon Darts methods). We choose � and scale time as in
Section 4.8.2. In Figure 9 we plot scaled times on a linear
scale, and we expect to find a constant slope. In Figure 10
we plot the scaled times divided by n, and expect to find a
zero slope. The slight downward slope is expected from the
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(a) Scaling by dimension, linear scale.
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(b) Closeup of scaling by dimension, linear scale.

Fig. 8. Scaling by dimension. The di↵erent linear slopes come from
di↵erent constant factors in the O(d) scaling.

algorithmic steps that do not depend on n. While the data
are noisy and there are a few outliers, the expected trends
roughly hold.

5. Conclusions

We see that spokes (0-d darts) improved the e�ciency of
all the algorithms. 2-d polar k-d darts, wheels, were not as
e�cient, and the algorithm is more complicated. We sus-
pect that this is due to the expense of numerical integra-
tion, and analytic expressions for revolving segments and
arcs would help it be competitive.
The performance scaling of CoveredDarts, Occluded-

Darts, and DepthDarts were roughly the same. Which one
is the most e�cient probably depends on the configuration
of balls being probed. Some aspects of our implementation
are quadratic in the number of neighbors, and we could
improve that using known techniques. The implementa-
tion of the 1-d dart methods were all fairly easy and one
did not stand out.
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Noisy trends. Need more replicates.

All this takes timeO(dg2), where g = |{G}| is the number
of neighbors.

4. Experimental E�ciency

We report timing t results over combinations of five pa-
rameters: algorithm A, ball distribution type F , number of
balls n, dimension d, and relative error ⌘.

4.1. Algorithms, A

We tested the following algorithm variants.
– Weighted depth sum: BF-ApproxUnion, BF-ApproxUnion-

Nbr; DepthDarts with 0-spoke, 1-spoke.
– Covered cell: CoveredDarts with 0-spoke, 1-spoke, and

2-spoke.
– Occluded cell: OccludedDarts with 0-spoke, 1-spoke.
– Exhaustive: exhaustively sample the domain with points

to get a “ground truth” value.
The time for generating the neighbor lists NeighborLists

is listed separately.

4.2. Ball Distribution Types F

Our test data sets are balls centered in a unit box. (Balls
may extend outside this box and are not truncated.) We
have two types of ball configurations. The first is generated
by Relaxed MPS [7] following a Cone sizing function; see
Figure 5. The second is Chain, overlapping balls generated
by a random walk.

Fig. 5. Cone sizing function with 100 (left) and 1000 (right) balls.
The additional balls are typically very small and concentrated near
the F = 0 level set, the dark blue circle.

For Cone, the radius is r(x) = |kx � ck
2

� a|, where c
is the domain center and a is some scalar constant. Note a
separates the balls into two non-overlapping sets: kx�ck

2

>
a and kx� ck

2

< a. We consider only a = 0.01.
We also consider Chain, a chain of balls chosen so that

consecutive balls overlap, plus possibly others, to mimic
a molecular application. We determine the set iteratively.
The volume (not radius) of the next ball is chosen uniformly
between 0 and 1. Its direction from the prior ball is chosen
uniformly at random. The distance between centers is cho-
sen uniformly between |r

prior

� r
next

| and |r
prior

+ r
next

|.

That is, somewhere between inner and outer tangency. Cen-
ters may be outside the unit box.

4.3. Sizes, n

Our data sets contain n balls, with n ⇡ {101, 102, 103, 104}.

4.4. Dimensions, d

Balls have dimension d 2 {2, 3, 6, 10, 20}.

4.5. Relative Error, ⌘, proxy by �

One would like to measure accuracy by the relative error
⌘. However, except in very simple cases, we do not know
the true solution. Instead we measure the standard devia-
tion of the estimate. This is reasonable because in all cases
the estimates are unbiased. This means that the estimates
converge to the true union volume, and further the stan-
dard deviation of the estimates converges to the standard
deviation of the error.

4.6. Time, t

We measure the time taken to achieve a given level of
accuracy.

4.7. Replicates

We average the results of each experiment over 20 repli-
cates.

4.8. Experimental Results
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Fig. 6. d = 2 convergence rate by error.
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100 random balls
radius = distance to blue circle



Time by d: same flats vs. same error
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Conclusion
• Pre-finding overlapping balls is worth it if

– High fidelity = relative error 0.01 or less
– and << N balls overlap

• Times: (worst) BF-alg > point darts > line darts (best)
• Occluded cells with line samples is fast, and simpler than the alternatives

– Need more experiments over more ball distribution types
• Poisson-disks, or highly overlapping disks?

• In progress, extensions
– more samples for larger balls

& some overlaps analytically
– selective sample locations & higher-dimensional samples?
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